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General Comments

The authors present the results of a modeling study evaluating the mechanisms that
may have sustained Pliocene warmth and how these mechanism affect climate sen-
sitivity on several timescales. Their effort to diagnose the mechanisms supporting
the polar amplified warming within their simulation is impressively comprehensive.
The factorization technique based on eight sensitivity simulations is used to diag-
nose the relative contribution of changes in orography, ice sheets and CO2, and a
1-D energy balance model based analysis is used to diagnose the specific mechanism
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(albedo/emissivity/heat transport). The authors find that CO2 and the water vapor feed-
back are responsible for around 2 thirds of their Pliocene warming and albedo changes
the remaining third. The majority of the warming occurs polewards of 50N&S and sub-
sequently the discussion focuses on the mechanisms behind this. The paper is clearly
written particularly given its length and the breath of analysis employed.

There are however several aspects of Pliocene climate and areas of uncertainty the
deserve mention and/or more discussion in the manuscript:

Specific Comments

Pg. 2 last paragraph and the subsequent climate sensitivity assessment - That
aerosols and their indirect effects are assumed to have been similar to modern while
in fact the proxy data currently provides little constraint on this. Some mention should
be made of this caveat.

Pg. 3 third paragraph & Pg 4 second paragraph & Fig. 9 - While the mid-Pliocene simu-
lation "reasonably accurately capture features of the proxy-inferred enhanced warming
in the high-latitudes during the mid-Pliocene.” it does not appear to be capturing the
structure and amplitude tropical to subtropical warming as is the case for most mod-
els and also the zonal SST gradient along the equator e.g. see Fig. 1 in Brierley et
al. 2015. What is amazing in Fig. 9 is just how uniform the zonal mean warming is
equatorward of 45N&S and we know from the data this is not the case e.g. Dowsett et
al. 2013 Figs 2 & 3 Fig OR Fig. 3b in Haywood et al. 2016. Some mention should be
made of this shortcoming and the fact that the result are perhaps more relevant to high
latitude Pliocene climate than tropical and subtropical Pliocene climate.

Pg. 18 lines 29-30 - This weak cloud forcing outside of the high latitudes is the reason
why there is no weakening of the meridional SST gradient between the mid-latitudes
and the deep tropics and the zonal SST gradient along the equator - e.g. see Fedorov
et al. 2015, Burls and Fedorov 2014
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Pg. 19 lines 5-7 - This result is consistent with Feng et al. (2017).

Pg. 19 lines 30-32 - Another noteworthy reference that highlights the potential impor-
tance of mixed-phase clouds is Sagoo and Storelvmo (2017)

Technical Comments

Pg. 7 end of paragraph two - Does this mean that the Eo experiments represents not
only the effects associated with changing to Pliocene orography but also bathymetry?
In which case changes in ocean-gateways? This needs to be clarified.

On a related note some discussion is needed of the recent paper by Otto-Bliesner
et al., 2017 pointing to changes in Pliocene gateways as a mechanism supporting
Arctic warmth during the Pliocene. Could this help explain some of the hemispheric
asymmetry discussed in paragraph 1 on page 17?

Pg. 26 lines 17 - 18 - Any ideas of the mechanisms behind why the situation is the
opposite with SH sea ice displaying a greater response under higher CO2? This is an
interesting result.

The second last sentence on page 30 is unclear.
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